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A BROWN BUFFALO’S OBSERVATIONS ON COLOR (BLINDNESS), LEGAL HISTORY, AND RACIAL JUSTICE IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN WEST

Tom I. Romero, II

I. WELCOME TO THE “COLORFUL” WEST

Close your eyes and join me on a quintessential American road trip driving west along I-70. As our car hurtles through the corn and wheat fields of western Kansas at over eighty miles an hour, we imperceptibly are gaining altitude. As we cross the 100th meridian, the air becomes drier, the land more barren. Suddenly, a giant brown sign emerges on the horizon. As we approach the sign at nearly 4,000 feet above sea level, it suddenly comes into focus and announces our entry into the Centennial State: “Welcome to Colorful Colorado.”1 One of the most well-known and beloved state welcome signs, it represents the many promises (and, as I will later argue, the pitfalls) of the Rocky Mountain West.

First created in 1950 and manufactured by inmates at the Colorado State Penitentiary, these signs were designed to provide the state an identity as more than a rural or flyover state.2 Using posts and planks cut from the state’s abundant Lodgepole pines and carved with bold white letters, the sign symbolized the state’s

---


connections and its identity to its iconic landscapes of purple mountains majesty, amber fields of grain, soaring red rocks, and blazing orange sunsets.³

Though iconic, Colorado’s sign is not necessarily unique. Crossing the state lines into other Rocky Mountain States, similar imagery evoking well-known landscapes and related tropes of the “wild” and “untamed” west is part of the state brand.⁴ In almost every case, the complexity of human relations, the messiness of cultural interaction, and the fierce struggle of individuals and communities to live in these beautifully brutal environments are rarely, if ever, evoked.

As people who are familiar with my work know, my understanding of these issues is almost fully informed by my family’s and my own deep roots in the region. The “Romero” paternal side of my family emerged out of the legacies of conquest, precipitated first by Spanish settlement and occupation of its northern borderlands and its subjection of its indigenous peoples, and then again after the United States War with Mexico and subsequent dispossession and alienation of Mexicans from property, citizenship, and culture. A familiar refrain used by my paternal side of the family (as well as so many others) defiantly states: “We didn’t cross the border, but the border crossed us.”⁵ As one scholar has noted, the phrase and accompanying imagery “is a reminder of a homeland in existence long before modern borders turned Mexicans into immigrants and the continent’s Indigenous communities into oppressed minorities in a colonized nation.”⁶

Settling in what many Americans identify as northern New Mexico and southern Colorado, my paternal grandparents met in Durango, Colorado, where my father was born. My grandparents (with my father and his siblings in tow) followed opportunities afforded by stratified and segregated labor in railroads and mining to Utah. There they settled first in Price and eventually Salt Lake City, where my grandfather worked as a janitor in the Salt Lake City School District and my grandmother as a seamstress for a company that provided apparel and related

---


⁵ Edward J. McCaughan, “We Didn’t Cross the Border, the Border Crossed Us”: Artists Images of the US-Mexico Border and Immigration, 2 LATIN AM. & LATINX VISUAL CULTURE 6, 6–7 (2020).

⁶ Id.
services for industrial and commercial workers. My father graduated from Salt Lake City’s West High School in 1968 and immediately enlisted in the Navy, where he served as a sonar specialist on a destroyer during the Vietnam War until his honorable discharge in 1973, the year I was born. He subsequently worked as a machinist at the Denver Mint and was active in its union until he retired.

My maternal “Rodriguez” side of the family has a more familiar genealogy. My mother’s parents migrated to the United States from Mexico as they were fleeing the effects of the Mexican Revolution in the early 1920s. A part of a much larger migratory stream of agricultural laborers, my grandparents eventually settled on the “Western Slope” of Colorado in a small town known as Olathe in the 1940s. They purchased land, built a house, and operated a farm for nearly the next 50 years. I recall fondly spending a few weeks every summer as a child waking up early to eat freshly made tortillas and a bowl of oatmeal, riding the tractor with my grandpa, and learning to swim in the lateral irrigation ditch adjacent to the farm. My mother went to school in a one-room schoolhouse and, after graduation, settled in Denver, where she worked in various state and federal government jobs in human relations and equal opportunity for the next thirty years.

Having myself been born and raised in the metropolitan Rocky Mountain West, being bussed as part of a school desegregation order in the Denver Public Schools, and ultimately in becoming a legal, social, and political historian as well as law professor in this region, I have long worked to connect my own family’s past to a larger excavation of the long history of human relations. In the process, I have strived to reframe how and in what ways we collectively imagine and understand color as part of our collective identity, contested history, and shared future.

In my own personal and professional life, color is not used to describe natural landscapes, but instead is the framework to understand law’s primary role in determining benefits, rewards, access, opportunity, penalties, and punishment depending upon where one sits in relation to an enforceable and durable color line of Whiteness and non-Whiteness.7 The “colorful” Rocky Mountain West that I ask the reader to not only imagine, but to confront are the racialized human landscapes in the region that have been created, reinforced, and sustained by law. In a multitude of different contexts—from the sometimes-violent enforcement of immigration law, to racially segregated neighborhoods, unequal and inequitable schools, the school to prison pipeline, or a fundamental lack of access to employment, clean water, and other vital services necessary for the protection of fundamental rights—the Rocky Mountain West is at the center of many of the nation’s seemingly impossible to scale challenges around racial equity and justice. It is also a region made more vibrant by

7 For an in-depth legal analysis of this distinction, see Tom I. Romero, II, ¿La Raza Latina?: Multiracial Ambivalence, Color Denial, and the Emergence of a Tri-Ethnic Jurisprudence at the End of the Twentieth Century, 37 N.M. L. REV. 245 (2007) [hereinafter Romero, ¿La Raza Latina?]. One of the more influential books detailing the impact of the color line in the United States is RICHARD ROTHSTEIN, THE COLOR OF LAW: A FORGOTTEN HISTORY OF HOW OUR GOVERNMENT SEGREGATED AMERICA (2017). As Rothstein argues, the “willful blindness” to the deep color lines erected as a result of public and private action in American history is the “consensus view of American jurisprudence.” Id. at XIII.
the persistent refusal of racially minoritized communities to abandon their language, culture, and historical memories. Indeed, it is these multilayered claims to the history, mythology, values, politics, and legal culture that makes the region a harbinger of similar struggles shaping our current American nation.

I began this Essay to honor the Utah Law Review symposium theme to “tell my story.” My story and those of so many others in this collection are “critical counter-narratives” to interrogate larger systemic and institutional patterns and practices of racial and other inequities in American law. Counter-narratives—which are one of the primary methodological tools used in Critical Race Theory, of whom I consider myself an early generation practitioner⁸—such as mine and those of my family provide context and complexity to the lived experience of the law very rarely acknowledged in legal jurisprudence, legislative texts, municipal codes, or regulatory rules.⁹ In so contesting mainstream narratives about whom the law benefits, Critical Race Theory also provides permission for legal academics to self-consciously and intentionally advocate for racial justice as a larger scholarly project.

This Essay is accordingly a series of observations about interrogating and complicating the meaning of color for all of us who call the Rocky Mountain West home. These observations are divided into three sections. First, in Part II, I explore what has long been the defining feature of race relations in the Rocky Mountain West—the persistent tension between the region as a racial utopia free from de jure racial inequities and the legacy of state-sanctioned racial violence and deep-rooted nurturing of White supremacy. Trekking through some of the legalscapes of property, state constitutional, civil rights, and martial law, this section spotlights the legal creation and negotiation of color lines across the region’s multi-racial geography.

Part III connects this history to the present day, detailing some of the ways that the region continues to struggle with and be in tension with its ability to confront forthrightly deep-rooted racial inequities. The section begins by situating the analysis within the racial reckonings of 2020 and the backlash against Critical Race Theory in K-12 public education that followed in 2021. I examine the lessons of those tensions by detailing the political and legal reaction to the death of Elijah McClain after being detained by the Aurora, Colorado Police Department in August.

---

⁸ See generally Richard Miller, Katrina Liu & Arnetha F. Ball, Critical Counter-Narrative as Transformative Methodology for Educational Equity, 44 REV. RSCH. EDUC. 269 (2020) (reviewing the literature around critical counter-narratives in academia).

2019. Understanding this tragedy as part of a larger history of colorblindness demonstrates the legacies as well as challenges of racial disparity and inequity in the current geography of the Rocky Mountain West.

I conclude in Part IV by offering some brief observations on the legal, moral, and professional needs for all of us, as practitioners and human beings, to become color conscious as we live, learn, work, and pray in the Rocky Mountain West.

II. THE INCOMPARABLE COLOR(BLIND) LEGALSCAPES OF MOUNTAINS, PLAINS, AND DESERT

In the summer of 2021, the University of Northern Colorado received a National Parks Service grant for the Dearfield Dream Project—a research program led by Drs. George Junne and Robert Brunswig. As part of a larger re-examination and related excavation of the contribution of Black individuals and communities to American culture and life following the summer of 2020, Dearfield, Colorado, represented a seeming outlier in the larger scope of race relations in the country. Founded in 1910 by Oliver Toussaint Jackson, Dearfield quickly emerged as the state’s only all-Black agriculture colony—claiming at its height 300 to 700 residents, 40 farms, “a filling station, a dance hall, two churches, . . . [and] a school.” Moreover, it served as a “cultural bridge” to the area’s White and Latinx neighbors. It was common for White, Latinx, and Black Dearfield residents to fill Dearfield’s

---


13 Charlotte West, Inside Dearfield: A Colorado Ghost Town That Was Once a Bustling All-Black Settlement, NBC NEWS (Feb. 28, 2019, 1:16 PM), https://www.nbcnews.com/news/nbcblk/inside-dearfield-colorado-ghost-town-was-once-bustling-all-black-n975716 [https://perma.cc/4JEQ-3NYV] (noting that the 300 to 700 residents included “the neighboring Black community of Chapelton. The population of the town of Dearfield itself likely never exceeded more than 50 to 75 residents.

dance halls on weekend nights.\textsuperscript{15} As Dr. Junne observed, “[i]ntegration happened in Dearfield long before it came to Denver.”\textsuperscript{16}

Seemingly at the heart of Dearfield’s success was the idea that Colorado and other western states were ideally situated for people of color. Indeed, one promotional letter for Dearfield boldly declared: “There is no better location in the U.S. than Colorado to try on a garment of self-government.”\textsuperscript{17} Inspired by the Black intellectual Booker T. Washington and other Black leaders’ recognition of the central importance of land ownership to equality and parity for former slaves and their children,\textsuperscript{18} men like Jackson and his wife Minerva saw unbridled opportunity in what would become Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, Wyoming, and Montana.\textsuperscript{19}

Part of the promise of the Rocky Mountain West was attributable to what seemed like divine providence for many Blacks suffering under the White supremacy of the reconstruction and post-reconstruction South.\textsuperscript{20} On the same day that Abraham Lincoln signed the Emancipation Proclamation, on January 1, 1863, the Homestead Act went into effect.\textsuperscript{21} To be sure, in the years leading up to and after the Civil War, the Rocky Mountain West and Colorado, in particular, became the

\textsuperscript{15} Id.

\textsuperscript{16} Id.


literal as well as figurative center over the larger Civil War question of whether the abolition of slavery and larger commitments of racial equity and equality would be part of the expanding United States. As Susan Schulten explains, by the 1850s, “the political crisis was fought over the future of the nation, especially the new and anticipated territories . . . [all] located in the Interior West, save for Washington and by 1861 they constituted 40 percent of the nation’s landmass.”

The end of the Civil War, the subsequent passage of the 1866 Civil Rights Act, and the ratification of the Fourteenth Amendment seemingly settled the issue in favor of racial equality by extending the United States’ land law to all those in the Black community. Inclusion into the United States real property distribution scheme, perhaps the most important path to full and equal citizenship in the United States, accordingly provided unprecedented opportunities for the Black communities. One of the residents of the first Black settlement in New Mexico, for example, argued that “[t]here the black man has an equal chance with the white man. Here you are reckoned at the value which you place upon yourself. Your future is in your own hands.”

In addition to federal law, state constitutions and legislative acts enshrined the concept and commitment to racial equality and inclusivity in a variety of ways. The 1876 Colorado Constitution and the 1913 New Mexico Constitution provided that its public acts be printed not only in English, but in Spanish. Indeed, language served as a powerful proxy in the New Mexico Constitution to protect the voting and equality of educational opportunity rights of Latinx peoples in the state. The 1973 Montana Constitution articulates the only “human dignity” clause among all

---


25 Lucy H. Henderson, Free Land for the Race in Mexico, CHICAGO DEFENDER: BIG WEEKEND EDITION (Dec. 21, 1912), https://www.proquest.com/docview/493218518/13BE DBD838DC3B93C2/?accountid=46638 [https://perma.cc/95QS-33V4]; The Roots of African American Homesteading, supra note 21 (“[The colony, known as Blackdom,] consisted of about 25 families, around 300 people, on 15,000 acres. The township had a post office, hotel, and a weekly newspaper. The center of the community was the Blackdom Baptist Church and Schoolhouse. . . . In its way, Blackdom was a utopia for its residents and a sort of ‘over-ground railway’ of generosity and assistance for the African-Americans of the area.”).

26 Colo. Const. art XVIII, § 8 (amended 1990); N.M. Const. art. XX, § 12.

27 See N.M. Const art. VII, §§ 3, 8, 10 (containing sections pertaining to religious and racial equality, teachers learning English and Spanish, and the educational rights of children of Spanish descent).
of the state and federal constitutions in the United States.\textsuperscript{28} Included in the new constitution, because the 1889 Montana Constitution failed to provide “sufficient protections from discrimination,”\textsuperscript{29} the 1973 Montana “human dignity” clause provides that “[n]either the state nor any person, firm, corporation or institution shall discriminate against any person in the exercise of his civil or political rights on account of race, color, sex, culture, social origin or condition, or political or religious ideas.”\textsuperscript{30}

The emergence of human dignity in Montana’s constitution in the 1970s symbolizes some of the ways that Rocky Mountain States have navigated tensions between color-consciousness and color-blindness in their own changing legalscapes. To be sure, early in its history, Montana’s earliest territorial legislators passed laws providing for the forfeiture of mining claims held by non-American citizens.\textsuperscript{31} The first such law in 1872 was “clearly” designed to dispossess “Chinese Montanans” from their property rights as a result of widespread racial hostility.\textsuperscript{32} The law was challenged and eventually found its way two years later to the Montana Territorial Supreme Court in \textit{Montana v. Lee}.\textsuperscript{33} The three individual opinions (one finding for the Chinese defendant, one concurring, and one dissenting) authored by the three Justices sitting on the court “represented the most comprehensive legal treatment of Chinese rights and responsibilities ever authored. . . . perhaps by any group of sitting western frontier jurists.”\textsuperscript{34} Although Montanans would struggle for decades to provide meaningful legal protection to its racially minoritized groups,\textsuperscript{35} the three opinions of the \textit{Lee} court overturning the law implicitly recognized the human dignity undergirding the claims of the Chinese miners. In so doing, the jurists articulated arguments that resonate to this very day, including plenary power,

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item\textsuperscript{29} Jackson, \textit{supra} note 28.
\item\textsuperscript{30} \textit{Mont. Const.} art. II, § 4.
\item\textsuperscript{31} \textit{Mont. Terr. Stats.}, ch. LXXXII § 1 (repealed 1874) (“An Act to provide for the forfeiture to the Territory of placer mines held by aliens.”).
\item\textsuperscript{32} John R. Wunder, \textit{Law and Chinese in Frontier Montana}, 30 \textit{Mont. Mag. W. Hist} 18, 24 (1980).
\item\textsuperscript{33} Territory of Montana v. Lee, 2 Mont. 124 (1874).
\item\textsuperscript{34} Wunder, \textit{supra} note 32, at 24.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
authority of federal over state law in matters of the rights of non-citizens, and Fourteenth Amendment equal protection racial animus concerns.

The spirit of “equal protection” seemingly echoed through other parts of the Rocky Mountain West. In 1895 the Colorado Legislature passed one of the nation’s first equal access to public accommodations laws. Sponsored by the state legislature’s only Black representative, the law provided Coloradans “of every race and color” equal access to establishments open to the general public, including “inns, restaurants . . . barbershops, public conveyances . . . theaters, and all other places of public accommodation and amusement . . .” Colorado’s public accommodations law, as well as the jurisprudential protection of the rights of non-Whites as seen in the Montana v. Lee case, however, seemed to be outliers rather than a systemic effort to eradicate the color line in public and private life. No other contemporaneous effort took place in the late 19th or early 20th century Rocky Mountain West, and in many cases, law, jurisprudence, and policy demonstrated an explicit racial bias.

---

37 Dep’t. of Homeland Sec. v. Regents of the Univ. of Cal., 140 S. Ct. 1891 (2020). A majority of the Court held that the Department’s decision to rescind DACA was “arbitrary and capricious” under the Administrative Procedure Act. Id. at 1914–16. Four Justices, who concurred in this aspect of the Court’s decision, rejected the equal protection claim. Id. at 1919 (Thomas, J., concurring in the judgment in part and dissenting in part); id. at 1935–36 (Kavanaugh, J., concurring in the judgment in part and dissenting in part).
38 H.B. 175, 1895 Leg., 10th Sess. (Co. 1895).
39 Id. At the time, the legislature did not create a state agency to enforce the law’s provisions but left it to the individual complaining of discrimination to bring a lawsuit before a local justice of the peace. Id.
40 One of the most prominent examples of bias is seen in the enforcement of anti-miscegenation laws that existed in every Rocky Mountain State, except New Mexico. See “An Act in Relation to Service” (1852 Utah Territory Law outlawing “sexual intercourse” between Whites and Blacks); 1888 Utah Anti-miscegenation Statute; Wyoming Compiled Statutes, 1045, Section 50-108 (“All marriages of white persons with Negroes, Mulattoes, Mongolians, or Malays hereafter contracted in the state of Wyoming are and shall be illegal and void”). Typical and reflective of the complexity of the color line between White and Non-White was Montana’s which prohibited marriage between Whites and “Chinese, Japanese, Negro, or person of Negro blood or in part Negro.” MONT. REV. CODE sec.48-109, 48-1103 (1930). Colorado’s law stemming from its territorial days, was seemingly unique and was written in 1864, mere months before the end of the Civil War. While containing the familiar phrasing that “[a]ll marriages between negroes or mulattoes of either sex and white persons are declared to be absolutely void,” it also provided the following provision: “Nothing in this section shall be construed as to prevent the people living in that portion of the state acquired from Mexico from marrying according to the custom of that country.” Laws Colorado Territory (1864), 108 (“all marriages between [N]egroes or mulattoes of either sex, and [W]hite persons are declared to be absolutely void.”) (codified in COLO. REV. STAT. § c. 107, s. 2 (1935)). For deeper exploration of the impact of these laws, see generally Peggy Pascoe, Race, Gender, and the Privileges of Property: On the Significance of Miscegenation Law in the U.S. West, in OVER THE EDGE: REMAPPING THE AMERICAN WEST 215–230 (Valerie Matsumoto & Blake Allmendinger eds., 1999). See also infra Part III.
Even the Colorado law was largely symbolic as the state lacked a state agency to enforce violations.41 Accordingly, up until 1932, the City and County of Denver maintained an open policy of segregation in the city’s public bathhouses and swimming pools.42 The city’s Manager of Improvements and Parks enforced the policy that “provided for certain days for ‘[W]hite’ and other days for ‘colored’ people.”43 In 1932, Blacks and Whites clashed over attempts to integrate a “White-only” beach at the city’s popular Washington Park.44 As Blacks went swimming,

Whites quickly left the water, armed themselves with sticks and stones, and advanced on the newcomers who fled towards the trucks that had brought them. When the trucks would not start, the [B]lacks were pursued and beaten as nearly a thousand onlookers watched. The police arrested 17 people—10 African Americans and 7 [W]hites who had encouraged the [B]lacks to assert their rights.45

Although a subsequent trial would reveal that the city’s practice violated Colorado’s public accommodations law, Denver’s public bathhouses and swimming pools continued to maintain a segregation practice, albeit in a form that recognized the complexity of the color line in the region.46 Indeed, by the end of World War II, Denver’s public swimming pool included separate days for “Spanish” and “Japanese” as well as Blacks and Whites.47

Despite the promise that the Rocky Mountain West and its legal system would be fundamentally different from those of other regions of the United States, many elements of these same legal regimes instead became enshrined in the law and legal culture of the region. The “slavery” provisions in the Rocky Mountain West’s post-Civil War constitutions, for example, are notable in that the term even appeared in the “four corners” of the document. Following the ratification of the Thirteenth Amendment, which states that “[n]either slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for crime . . . shall exist within the United States,”48 twenty-six state

41 JAMES A. ATKINS, HUMAN RELATIONS IN COLORADO: A HISTORICAL RECORD 113 (1968); see COLORADO CIVIL RIGHTS COMMISSION, A TIME FOR CHANGE AND CHALLENGE 17 (1969).
43 Id.
45 LEONARD & NOEL, supra note 44, at 366.
47 MAYOR’S INTERIM SURVEY COMMITTEE ON HUMAN RELATIONS, A REPORT OF MINORITIES IN DENVER WITH RECOMMENDATIONS 67 (1947).
48 U.S. CONST. amend. XIII, § 1 (emphasis added).
constitutions, including those in Colorado (1876) and Utah (1896) went on to adopt similar, and in some cases identical, language. While some of these states were already notorious for their use of chattel slavery (Georgia, Mississippi, Louisiana, Kentucky, Alabama, and Arkansas), the inclusion of this language is striking because of the close connection to the anti-slavery sentiments of the Civil War in states like Colorado. Indeed, it was not long before the United States’ criminal justice regime, including those in Colorado and Utah, was disproportionately over-represented by people of color. Though slavery had become unconstitutional, it tacitly re-emerged in the White and non-White color lines being erected in the region’s police stations, courthouses, jails, and prisons.

These color lines were prominently displayed in the widespread use of racially restrictive covenants by White owners to prevent the purchase of real property by non-Whites. The covenant language typically read: “None of the lots shown on said plat shall be conveyed, leased or given to and no building erected thereon shall be used, owned or occupied by any person not of the White race.” Found in every state of the Rocky Mountain West, the covenants played a powerful role in

---

49 Article I section 21 of the 1896 Utah Constitution reads: “Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for crime, whereof the party shall have been duly convicted, shall exist within this State.” Article II section 26 of the 1876 Colorado Constitution reads: “That there shall never be in this State either slavery or involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for crime, whereof the party shall have been duly convicted.” Colorado repealed the exception as punishment for criminals in 2018. See Bill Chappell, Colorado Votes to Abolish Slavery, 2 Years After Similar Amendment Failed, NPR (Nov. 7, 2018, 3:12 PM), https://www.npr.org/2018/11/07/665295736/colorado-votes-to-abolish-slavery-2-years-after-similar-amendment-failed [https://perma.cc/VQU3-UDQD]. Utah repealed their amendment two years later. See Kaelan Deese, Utah, Nebraska Voters Approve Measures Stripping Slavery Language from State Constitutions, The Hill (Nov. 4, 2020, 12:22 PM), https://thehill.com/homenews/state-watch/524469-utah-nebraska-voters-approve-measure-stripping-slavery-language-in [https://perma.cc/9AMH-CPAC].

50 See Romero, Wringing Rights Out of the Mountains, supra note 22, at 578; Schulten, supra note 23, at 45–46.


52 Covenants by Eastmoor Realty Company, Southmoor Realty Company, & The Madison Real Estate and Investment Company for Crestmoor Park in the County of Denver 8 (May 23, 1947) (on file with author); see Declaration of Protective Covenants for Burns Brentwood Subdivision in the County of Denver 1 (June 29, 1949) (on file with the author).

Two Colorado Supreme Court cases (indeed, the only such cases I could find in the region’s jurisprudence) are telling. The first was \textit{Chandler v. Ziegler}, which was decided by the Court in 1930.\footnote{54 See generally Chandler v. Ziegler, 88 Colo. 1 (Colo. 1930).} In \textit{Ziegler}, a White property owner sued the developer of his subdivision for fraudulently representing that all deeds in the subdivision contained a restriction that it “could be owned, leased, or occupied by [W]hite persons only, and that all of said lots were restricted against colored people . . . .”\footnote{Id. at 3.} After the White property owner purchased his lot, the neighboring lot was purchased by a Japanese family who subsequently shot off fireworks, erected a building that obstructed his view, and invited guests onto their property.\footnote{Id. at 7.} The White homeowner argued and the trial court agreed that the White plaintiffs suffered a loss of value in their property due to the “annoyance and inconvenience” of having a Japanese family next door.\footnote{Id.} In assessing the case, the Colorado Supreme Court declared that it was the public policy of the state to recognize that “[a] person who owns a tract of land . . . may prefer to have as neighbors persons of the [W]hite, or Caucasian, race. . . .”\footnote{Id. at 5.} Although the Court left open the question of damages, it made clear the constitutionality and enforceability of such a provision.\footnote{Id. (stating initially that racially restrictive covenants were constitutional and then reversing the trial court’s order that damages could be assessed due to the “annoyance” of having a “Japanese” neighbor).}
The Colorado Supreme Court heard a second racially restrictive covenants case in 1940, *Steward v. Cronan.* In contrast to the White plaintiff in *Ziegler,* the plaintiff in *Steward* was a prospective Black purchaser of real property located in close proximity to a historic and racially segregated Black neighborhood in Denver. The covenant in question prevented the sale “to any colored person or persons” and required sellers to “covenant and agree not to permit any colored persons or person to occupy said premises during the period from this date to January 1, 1941.” Hoping to have the restriction legally declared void, the Black plaintiff brought suit against all of the White defendants who were originally parties to the agreement. Even though only two of the original parties to the agreement appeared in court, both the trial court and ultimately the Colorado Supreme Court upheld the racially restrictive covenant as enforceable and constitutional. According to the court, the racial restriction in this case was “not substantially different” than those found in *Ziegler.* Although it was a Black plaintiff trying to void the restriction rather than a White homeowner attempting to enforce it, there was never any doubt, at least in the Court’s opinion, whether such covenants were unlawful or unconstitutional. Legal restrictions in fee simple were the valid prerogatives of White property owners.

The Supreme Court’s decision in *Shelley v. Kramer* in 1948 did not stop the practice of racial segregation. Along with the “redlining practices” of the real estate industry in cities like Denver and Salt Lake, segregation and racially discriminatory practices affecting where one could live, work, and go to school continued well into the 20th century. To be sure, the legal questions raised by the practice of racial segregation in the Rocky Mountain region’s schools highlighted the pernicious nature of the color line erected against a multitude of those considered non-White. As my own examination of the United States Supreme Court’s analysis of school segregation in the Denver Public Schools (the first non-Southern school

---

60 Steward v. Cronan, 105 Colo. 393 (Colo. 1940).
61 The restrictive covenant agreement was executed by a small group of Caucasians who owned real estate in block 39, Schinner’s Addition to Denver in what would become known as the Whittier Neighborhood. It extended downtown from the city from Twentieth to Twenty-sixth streets and abutted the Five-Points neighborhood, the city’s historic Black district. See SHAWN M. SNOW, DENVER’S CITY PARK AND WHITTIER NEIGHBORHOODS 7, 11 (2009); LAURA M. MAUCK, FIVE POINTS NEIGHBORHOOD OF DENVER (2001).
62 Steward, 105 Colo. at 394.
63 Id.
64 Id. at 395.
65 Id. at 394.
66 Id. at 395 (reaffirming the holding of *Ziegler*).
desegregation case to reach the Court at the time) has detailed, government bureaucrats used their vested legal power to subtly manipulate attendance boundaries to maximize, on a yearly basis, rigid distinctions between White, Chicanx, and Black students.\(^6\)

White supremacy was embraced by many politicians in the Rocky Mountain West as a political virtue as they won and held seats at the local, state, and federal levels. In perhaps the most notorious case in the region, the Klu Klux Klan became one of the most powerful political forces in Colorado in the 1920s. Building its power around anti-immigrant, antisemitic, and anti-Black sentiment, Colorado’s governor, one of its federal senators, and a majority of its state legislators as well as the mayor of its largest city were members of the Klan.\(^7\) Not isolated to particular pockets or regions of the state, support and membership for the KKK were widespread.\(^7\)

Though the Klan takeover of Colorado government was short, White Supremacist ideals continued to animate the behavior of the state’s most powerful leaders. To be sure, legal and extra-legal “justice” against non-Whites came powerfully together in the 1930s when Colorado’s governor exercised his power as “commander-in-chief” of the national guard to declare martial law against all “Mexicans” coming to the state for work.\(^7\) Beginning in 1935, Colorado’s Governor, “Big Ed” Johnson, launched a campaign to scapegoat Mexican immigrants for the impact of the Great Depression.\(^7\) Johnson called for the federal government to deport all alien labor and, to speed the process, he proposed using his powers as “commander-in-chief” of the National Guard to deport alien labor if the federal authorities did not take action.\(^7\)


\(^7\) For a deeper exploration of these issues, see Tom I. Romero, II, “A War to Keep Alien Labor Out of Colorado:” The “Mexican Menace” and the Historical Origins of Local and State Anti-Immigration Initiatives, in STRANGE NEIGHBORS: THE ROLE OF STATES IN IMMIGRATION POLICY 63 (Carissa Byrne Hessick & Gabriel. J. Chin, eds., 2014).

\(^7\) Id. at 63.

\(^7\) Francis Wayne, Colorado Aliens Will Be Deported, DENVER POST, Mar. 25, 1935, at 1.
Governor Johnson subsequently approved a plan to establish “concentration camps” for “all aliens in Colorado.” Arguing that the plan was the only way to “meet the problems raised by the increasing horde of Mexicans coming into Colorado,” the Governor’s action promised to use the state’s most disciplinary and discretionary legal powers against Mexican men, women, and children by deputizing local police officers to detain and halt “the undesirable aliens” “enroute (sic) to the sugarbeet fields.”

Johnson’s actions and public rhetoric merely fueled the racism of some of his constituents. One man wrote to Johnson: “You are to be highly commended in your efforts to keep aliens out of this State. Particularly Mexicans . . . [they are a blight to any country, Japs are infinitely preferable.]” Another wrote to the governor protesting the state’s obligation to “feed, clothe, and shelter these dirty, lazy, shiftless, useless aliens whose very presence here is an ever increasing danger to our civilization.”

On April 18, 1936, Johnson affirmatively exercised his authority as commander-in-chief and placed Colorado’s border with New Mexico and Oklahoma under martial law. Fifty national guardsmen were ordered to the southern boundary of the state, where they were to stop and inspect every train, truck, and automobile seeking entry to the state.

Many Coloradoans made known their support of such an exercise of legal power. One couple wrote to Johnson of their support, stating: “We are right behind you in your move to keep the Mexican race out of our state.” Another Coloradoan, writing in support of the military action, advocated that Johnson support legislation “to sterilize every Mexican on relief who has more than two children.” Even more inflammatory were the bright orange placards publicly posted throughout the state: “WARNING ALL MEXICAN AND ALL OTHER ALIENS TO LEAVE THE
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76 Frances Wayne, Aliens on Relief to Be Put in Camp, DENVER POST, Mar. 26, 1935, at 3; See also That’s That, DENVER POST. Mar. 26, 1935, at 2 (“Aliens who have been in this country long enough to be naturalized but who have made no move to obtain citizenship should be deported without any delay.”).
80 Proclamation Asks Citizens to Support Ban on Cheap Labor, DENVER POST, Apr. 19, 1936, at 1.
81 See Fred S. Warren, Martial Law Saves Jobs for Citizens, DENVER POST, Apr. 19, 1936, at 1, 3; Barron B. Beschoar, Governor Declares Martial Law and Mobilizes National Guard to Southern Border to Check Aliens, DENVER ROCKY MTN. NEWS, Apr. 19, 1936, at 12.
82 Letter from Mr. and Mrs. Williams to Edwin C. Johnson (Apr. 20, 1936) (Box 26916, Johnson Collection at CSA).
83 Letter from H.L. Robertson to Edwin C. Johnson (Apr. 29, 1936) (on file with author).
STATE OF COLORADO AT ONCE, By Order of: Colorado State VIGILANTIES.

For ten days in April, Colorado’s National Guard, “[a]rmed with pistols and clubs,” was fully deployed to stop “Mexicans” and other indigents from entering the state. Seventeen miles south of Trinidad, it established Camp Johnson as its base of operations, as well as other support camps near Alamosa, Durango, and Cortez. The Guard posted soldiers at every major highway and railroad entering the state along its Southern border, whereby Guardsmen asked for and inspected car registration records, labor documents, rail passes, visas, and all forms of identification. It organized daily sorties of the Guard’s 120th Air Squadron to patrol the southern half of the state. The Guard also exercised its authority far removed from the border by inspecting automobiles of suspected “invaders” hundreds of miles into the state. Hundreds of “Mexicans,” many of whom were American citizens and all without what the state deemed proper “credentials,” were turned back and in some cases escorted by the Guard to the New Mexican border.

Governor Johnson’s war against “Mexicans” has largely become a footnote in Colorado’s and the region’s history. Johnson instead continues to be memorialized and celebrated for his support in creating an interstate highway system through the peaks of Colorado’s continental divide. A “homesteader” himself, Johnson’s story and actions as a lawmaker fully encapsulate the promise of color-blindness...
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seemingly embedded in the formation and settlement of the Rocky Mountain West and the repeated reality of anti-White color-consciousness created, enforced, and reinforced by the power of law at ALL levels. To be sure, property owners, the police, government bureaucrats, and working men and women all used the law to enforce racial segregation while embedding and amplifying deep-rooted racial inequity. The law, in short, was rarely color-blind.

In writing about the early legal history of Chinese in Montana territory, John Wunder begins to ponder how the territory and the region became so deeply embedded with the principles and values of White supremacy.\(^{93}\) According to Wunder, “[p]erhaps foremost was the inevitable transfer of anti-Chinese attitudes held by the majority of citizens into statutory law and then sanctioned by judicial interpretation.”\(^{94}\) Although his study was focused specifically on the Chinese, Wunder is describing precisely the process by which law came to create durable color lines all throughout the American West. In disparate and seemingly unconnected areas of law, administrative policies, legislative acts, and personal bias designed to discriminate, segregate, and differentially treat people of color were not only enacted—but judicially sanctioned—throughout the Rocky Mountain West. This variety of legal and political acts demonstrated the multitude of ways in which the “color[ful]” legalscape of Whiteness and non-Whiteness had become an enduring reality of the Rocky Mountain region that reverberates to this very day.

III. BACK TO THE FUTURE

The “racial reckoning protests” in the summer of 2020 seemingly created a new sense of urgency regarding understanding the region’s racial history. Described by commentators as a hopeful indicator about the potential for “unprecedented” racial progress in the United States, the protests catalyzed searing indictments about the law’s role in perpetuating systemic racism.\(^{95}\) Legislators and jurists in the Rocky

\(^{93}\) See generally Wunder, supra note 32.

\(^{94}\) Id. at 29.

\(^{95}\) See, e.g., Lara Putnam, Erica Chenoweth & Jeremy Pressman, The Floyd Protests Are the Broadest in U.S. History—And Are Spreading to White, Small-Town America, WASH. POST (June 6, 2020), https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/06/06/floyd-protests-are-broadest-us-history-are-spread
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Mountain West responded in a variety of ways. In Wyoming, the state legislature overwhelmingly supported legislation to remove racially restrictive covenants in real estate deeds. According to one of its sponsors, a Republican and Real Estate agent, the idea came to her while closing the sale on a home:

I actually had some clients sitting at the table with me and they had to read through the racist covenants that literally said, people of color had to enter from the rear of the home . . . . The new owners had to sign their initials to acknowledge they were aware of the restrictive covenants . . . and they couldn’t do anything about it . . . . This is in Torrington, Wyoming.

In Utah, voters in November 2020 approved by 80% an amendment to remove the term “slavery” as a punishment for crime from the state’s constitution. The effort, led by a coalition of racial justice and civil rights groups, symbolized how the region was seemingly coming to grips with its past.

Yet, a backlash to such efforts quickly emerged. Centered around efforts all around the country to discredit Critical Race Theory, classrooms and curriculums suddenly became the primary battleground in the struggle to be color-blind or color-conscious. Adding the authority of his office as Attorney General of the State of Montana, Austin Knudsen declared that Critical Race Theory and antiracism
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programming “discriminates on the basis of race, color, or national origin in violation of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Article II, Section 4 of the Montana Constitution, and the Montana Human Rights Act.”\(^\text{101}\) In a twenty-five-page opinion, Knudsen declared that the study and understanding of “systemic,” “institutional,” or “structural” racism were “hollow rhetorical devices devoid of any legally sufficient rationale for purposes of civil rights law, as well as a threat to stability of our institutions.”\(^\text{102}\) Importantly, Knudsen’s use of “our” highlighted precisely what those in the Rocky Mountain West had long struggled to claim; the “self-evident virtues” of a “productive colorblind society” free from the taint of racism.\(^\text{103}\)

Though the anti-Critical Race Theory rhetoric did not reflect the reality of the classroom,\(^\text{104}\) it nevertheless catalyzed other efforts throughout the region to prohibit classroom curriculum and content that addressed institutional racism, White privilege, and a culture of White supremacy. After being directed by the Utah Legislature to “ban” Critical Race Theory in its schools,\(^\text{105}\) the Utah Board of Education, for instance, quickly approved a “set of standards” that, among other provisions, banned any class materials “that would teach that one race is ‘inherently superior or inferior’ to another and that people’s moral character is influenced by their race.”\(^\text{106}\)

In a similar fashion, Wyoming legislators introduced the Civic Transparency Act\(^\text{107}\) to address Critical Race Theory in the state’s public education curriculum.\(^\text{108}\) The state’s Superintendent of Public Instruction and a proponent of the measure, Jillian Balow, highlighted precisely the content the bill would discourage: “There are classrooms in the state that have discussed [Critical Race Theory] related topics


\(^{102}\) Id. at 17 (emphasis added) (providing a counterpoint to the legal claims of racial discrimination made in Knudsen’s opinion is beyond the scope of this essay, particularly the assertion that studying, understanding, and providing solutions to White supremacy are prima facie discriminatory acts).

\(^{103}\) Id. at 15.

\(^{104}\) See generally Leslie S. Kaplan & William A. Owings, Countering the Furor Around Critical Race Theory, 105 NASSP BULL. 200 (2021) (exploring some of the ways that the robust knowledge around racial inequity has and can be used in public schools).


\(^{107}\) S. Res. 22LSO-0137 (Wyo. 2022).

such as white oppression, systemic racism and white privilege.\textsuperscript{109} Although both the Utah, Wyoming, and even Montana cases all decried racial discrimination in their state and the nation’s history, their actions were nevertheless a collective warning to all educators not to go there.\textsuperscript{110} These efforts at the highest levels of government were more than just about the classroom. Rather, they signaled the denial of any sustained commitment to addressing the roots and ongoing crisis of racism in their communities.\textsuperscript{111}

What follows in this section are brief snapshots into the still ongoing challenge of racism and racial inequity in the Rocky Mountain West. As the first part of this section shows, the successful efforts to create literal color lines in the region have become nearly impossible to unwind, despite civil rights laws, legislative acts, and policy pronouncements ostensibly designed to do so.\textsuperscript{112} The result is a modern American West that continues to be racially segregated with devastating consequences.\textsuperscript{113} As Stephen Menedian, Samir Gambhir, and Arthur Gailes recently argued, racial residential segregation is the primary foundation upon which structural racism in the United States is not only built, but sustained for long periods of time.\textsuperscript{114} To be sure, racial residential segregation is linked to disparate rates of infant mortality,\textsuperscript{115} pulmonary disease,\textsuperscript{116} cardiovascular disease,\textsuperscript{117} diabetes,\textsuperscript{118}

\textsuperscript{109} Id.

\textsuperscript{110} Alex Sakariassen, Republicans Brings Race-Based Education Debate to Montana, MONT. FREE PRESS (June 18, 2021), https://montanafreepress.org/2021/06/18/montana-critical-race-theory/ [https://perma.cc/AQD8-MJBW]; Tanner, supra note 106; Kraemer, supra note 108.

\textsuperscript{111} See supra note 110 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{112} See ROTHSTEIN, supra note 7, at 177–93.


\textsuperscript{114} Id.


hypertension, obesity, and many other health conditions and illness, including most recently Covid-19 infections and the potential reduced efficacy of the vaccines on communities of color.

The section then turns to the still ongoing challenges posed by racially segregated schools and disparate policing in the region. Nearly seventy years after Brown v. Board of Education ostensibly ended racial school segregation and nearly fifty years after federal courts compelled regional school districts to integrate, schools continue to remain one of the biggest challenges in maintaining the color line. Particularly as punitive school policies have pushed children of color “out of school and hasten their entry into the juvenile, and eventually the criminal, justice
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system,” schools and the practices of policing are deeply connected. For that reason, that section concludes by returning us to the summer of 2020 and regional protests of police violence against communities of color. I reflect on the death of Elijah McClain after being detained by a police officer in one Denver metropolitan area suburb and ongoing efforts to address racial disparities.

The past and ongoing challenges of structural racism are seen directly in the close proximity of neighborhoods of color to highly toxic and constantly polluting hazardous waste facilities. One telling example is demonstrated by a recent project completed by a Utah State University student and faculty member documenting the direct line between the “redlining” maps of the Home Owners Loan Corporation (created during the Great Depression), the residential segregation of Mexican Americans to Salt Lake City’s Pioneer Park and Glendale neighborhoods, and clustered “terrestrial pollution hotspots” created by oil and solid waste facilities in the area. In Southeast Utah, the only currently operational uranium mill in the United States is located a few miles away from the reservation of the Ute Mountain Utes. Built in 1970, the mine “processes waste from the cleanup of other mines to make a uranium concentrate, which is later sold to make fuel rods for nuclear power plants. The leftover waste from the milling process is then stored in containment pods at the mill.” Long suspected of contaminating the drinking water of the Utes...
and contributing to dangerous levels of air pollution,128 the mill was sanctioned recently by the Environmental Protection Agency for a CERCLA violation.129

In Colorado’s Commerce City, predominately Latinx neighborhoods are similarly tuck between polluting refineries and heavily industrial activities.130 That neighborhood, at one time, also suffered the health risks associated with its sharing a boundary with the former international airport (where jet fuel often washed into the river and the facility would often exceed acceptable noise limits)131 and a chemical warfare munitions plant that would become one of the largest Superfund cleanup sites in the county.132 Indeed, decades after the facility closed and years after the CERCLA cleanup, “[o]rganochlorine pesticides, heavy metals, agent degradation products and manufacturing by-products, and chlorinated and aromatic solvents” still continue to pollute the groundwater.133

In another Denver metropolitan neighborhood, Latinx residents lived for decades near smelters that had processed precious metals like gold and silver, in addition to lead, cadmium, and arsenic for over a hundred years.134 In 2002, “the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry sent letters to 650 homes” in Globeville that residents could get cancer from living there because the soil was so


129 Carolan, supra note 127.


contaminated.\textsuperscript{135} The agency concluded that 9% of children living there “showed dangerous levels of lead in their blood.”\textsuperscript{136} The result there would anticipate a report published in 2021 finding that the majority of Colorado children under the age of six had detectable levels of lead in their blood (detectable BLLs).\textsuperscript{137} When considering detectable BLLs, children from predominantly “Black or Hispanic and Latinx” ZIP codes were disproportionately affected, compared with those in predominantly White ZIP codes.\textsuperscript{138}

The proximity of the region’s segregated neighborhoods and communities of color has impacts beyond residents’ health. It also is connected to the fact that racially segregated neighborhoods and communities often have less access to life-sustaining amenities and neighborhood resources like grocery stores with healthy food options, child care facilities, clinics, hospitals, and recreational spaces.\textsuperscript{139} Racial segregation also exacerbates the problem of racially segregated schools that are endemic throughout the Rocky Mountain West.\textsuperscript{140} As I have documented

\begin{footnotes}
\item[135] See id.
\item[136] See id.
\item[137] See Marissa Hauptman, Justin K. Niles, Jeffrey Gudin & Harvey W. Kaufman, \textit{Individual- and Community-Level Factors Associated with Detectable and Elevated Blood Lead Levels in U.S. Children: Results from a National Clinical Laboratory}, 175 JAMA Pediatrics 1252, 1252 (2021), https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamapediatrics/article-abstract/2784260 (finding that an estimated 72% of Colorado children under age six had lead detected in their blood, well above the national rate of 51%).
\item[138] Id. at 1255. There is not, however, a “consistent association[] between lead exposure and elevated BLLs in children residing in zip codes with predominantly Black or Hispanic and Latinx populations.” Id. at 1256, 1259.
\item[139] Solomon et al., supra note 124; Dayna Bowen Matthew, Edward Rodrigue & Richard V. Reeves, \textit{Time for Justice: Tackling Race Inequalities in Health and Housing}, BROOKINGS (Oct. 19, 2016), https://www.brookings.edu/research/time-for-justice-tackling-race-inequalities-in-health-and-housing/ (finding that an estimated 72% of Colorado children under age six had lead detected in their blood, well above the national rate of 51%).
\end{footnotes}
elsewhere, the history of segregation in the Denver Public Schools, the *de facto* v. *de jure* distinction in subsequent school desegregation battles, the re-segregation of the district, and the containment of integration after 1995 all reflected the “colorblind” racism that has been one of the most defining aspects of the region for almost all of its history.141

In 1973, the Denver Public School District became the first non-southern school district ordered to desegregate by the U.S. Supreme Court.142 Just a year later, the impact of the decision was limited by a state constitutional amendment that greatly limited the ability of the city and the school district to grow through annexation.143 Known as the Poundstone Amendment, it prohibited annexation except by the consent of the majority of the voters in each county that was giving up the land.144 Because most of those lands subject to annexation were largely White, the effect was to limit the reach of the desegregation order into the suburbs.145 Due to the Keyes desegregation order only covering schools within the jurisdictional boundaries of the City and County of Denver, and none of those of other school districts in the metropolitan area, the Poundstone Amendment effectively sealed off Denver from the surrounding suburbs and severely curtailed its ability to have any lasting and stable desegregation of its public school students.146

Since the mid-1970s, Denver Public Schools (DPS) have become “minority-majority,” with the biggest surge being that of Latinx enrollment.147 A study by the Denver Post in 2019 found that nearly a quarter century after the federal courts found the schools to be integrated, the schools were just as segregated as they were in the


142 Keyes v. Sch. Dist. No. 1, 413 U.S. 189, 217 (1973) (“This is the first school desegregation case to reach this Court which involves a major city outside the South.”).


144 The amendment stated, “Except as otherwise provided by statute, no part of the territory of any county shall be stricken off and added to an adjoining county, without first submitting the question to the registered electors of the county from which the territory is proposed to be stricken off; nor unless a majority of all the registered electors of said county voting on the question shall vote therefor.” COLO. CONST. art. XIV, § 3 (LEXIS 1974). Another Constitutional amendment that same year prohibited bussing to achieve racial balance in public schools not subject to a desegregation order. See COLO. CONST. art. IX, § 8 (LEXIS 1974) (adding that “nor shall any pupil be assigned or transported to any public educational institution for the purpose of achieving racial balance”).

145 James & Gerboth, *supra* note 143, at 163.

146 *Id.* (providing a comprehensive analysis of the impact on these state constitutional changes).

147 CHUNGMEI LEE, HARV. U. CIV. RTS. PROJECT, DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS: RESEGREGATION, LATINO STYLE, 3 (2006), (“In 1980, DPS was already majority minority with 41 percent [w]hite, 23 percent Black, 32 percent Latino, and 3 percent Asian student enrollment. A little over two decades later, DPS became majority Latin[x], with [w]hite students comprising only one-fifth of the entire student body by 2003.”).
late 1960s.\textsuperscript{148} The impacts in Denver and other segregated schools throughout the region are similar. Racially segregated schools are associated with teacher turnover, lower teacher quality, larger class sizes, fewer extracurricular offerings, substandard facilities, lower test scores, lower and graduation rates.\textsuperscript{149} The result is a massive achievement gap between White and non-White schools.\textsuperscript{150}

Another consequence of racial segregation is what has become known as the school-to-prison pipeline.\textsuperscript{151} Emerging at nearly the exact same time as federally mandated school integration began to wane nationwide and locally,\textsuperscript{152} Black and Latinx students in the region found themselves subject to increasing surveillance and punishment in public schools.\textsuperscript{153} One study focused on the Denver public schools found a disproportionate number of Black and Latinx students being suspended for being late to school, skipping school, or asking too many questions in class while Denver Police Officers increasingly and regularly began to handle routine

\textsuperscript{148} See Wingerter, supra note 140.


\textsuperscript{150} See Reardon et al., supra note 149, at 33.

\textsuperscript{151} See NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund, supra note 123; ALBERS ET AL., \textit{infra} note 153.

\textsuperscript{152} In 1995, the Supreme Court all but indicated the end of federally supervised court-ordered desegregation. See Mo. v. Jenkins, 515 U.S. 70, 100–03 (1995). Jenkins made clear that unless a plaintiff could prove the existence of a direct and deliberate discriminatory act on the part of a state official or school board to cause segregated schools, their continued existence as a result of demographic changes, White flight out of the district, or other unknown or unknowable factors could not be judicially remedied, at least as matter of the 14th Amendment. See id., at 91–101. 1995 was also the same year that the federal courts ended their oversight of the Denver Public School system. See Keyes v. Cong. of Hispanic Educators, 902 F. Supp. 1274, 1307 (D. Colo. 1995).

disciplinary matters by sending students to juvenile court.\textsuperscript{154} The report found that Black students were over three times more likely to be suspended out-of-school, over five times more likely to be expelled, and over twice as likely to be referred to law enforcement than their White peers.\textsuperscript{155}

Another report in Utah found troubling evidence of racial and other disparities in Utah school districts that “have overly subjective and harsh disciplinary policies that permit suspension . . . for vague offenses like ‘immoral behavior’ and ‘defiance.’”\textsuperscript{156} As a result of such policies and practices, Native American students “are three and a half times more likely to receive a disciplinary action in Utah schools than any other racial group. In some school districts, they are disciplined six times more frequently than one would expect based upon enrollment.”\textsuperscript{157} Similarly, “Black students are disciplined more than three times more often than expected, and Hispanic students are disciplined one and a half times more often than expected.”\textsuperscript{158}

In late 2021, the Department of Justice announced a settlement agreement with Utah’s Davis School District.\textsuperscript{159} An investigation revealed a persistent practice of racial harassment targeting Black and Asian American and Pacific Islander (“AAPI”) students, who represented only 1% of the approximately 73,000 students enrolled in the district.\textsuperscript{160} According to the report, racial epithets, derogatory racial comments, and physical assaults targeting district students occurred in dozens of schools and the school district’s ineffective response left students vulnerable to continued harassment.\textsuperscript{161} The department also found that the school district disciplined Black students more harshly than their White peers for similar behavior and that the school district denied Black students the ability to form student groups while supporting similar requests by other students.\textsuperscript{162}

The legacy of the region’s color lines in its neighborhoods and schools brings us directly to the summer of 2020 and up to the current moment. While the country and the world were rightly outraged by the deaths of George Floyd and Breanna Taylor at the hands of police, activists in Denver took to the streets to protest the
death of Elijah McClain in 2019. McClain was a 23-year old Black man and massage therapist who died after officers of the Aurora Police Department (“APD”) restrained him with a chokehold. An independent panel investigated the circumstances of McClain’s death and found that the officers stopped him without justification, unreasonably escalated their use of force despite McClain “crying out in pain, apologizing, explaining himself, and pleading with the officers,” and subsequent improper treatment by paramedics treating him, including administering the wrong dose of a tranquilizer.

Elijah McClain’s treatment was not an isolated incident. In the fall of 2021, Colorado’s Attorney General issued a report examining larger concerns around racial profiling and racial discrimination by the Aurora Police Department and the Aurora Fire Rescue. Among their findings, the report highlighted that between 2018 and 2021, APD officers used force against subjects of color at 2.5 times the rate they did White subjects. While Black residents make up less than 17% of Aurora’s population, almost half of all the people whom the Aurora Police Department subjected to force between 2015 and 2019 were Black. Officers also arrested Black people 2.5 times as often as White people.

The pattern and practice of racial discrimination by the Aurora Police Department was seemingly not supposed to happen in this suburb of Denver. Gaining national notoriety for a 2012 mass shooting at a movie multiplex, the suburb had long prided itself as being the most diverse city in the state and one of
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169 See id. at 38.

the most diverse in the region and nation.171 Indeed, in the first two decades of the twenty-first century, Black residents moved out of the City and County of Denver’s historically Black neighborhoods of Five Points, Elyria-Swansea, Cole, Clayton, Whittier, and North Park Hill and many settled in neighboring Aurora.172 Seeking affordable homes, better schools, and greater cultural diversity, Blacks, as well as Latinx and other non-White communities, moved to and settled in places like Aurora, reflecting a larger national trend of suburban integration of Blacks, Latinx, and AAPI communities.173

Yet, as in historically segregated cities in the region and beyond, people of color in Aurora found themselves excluded from political and other processes of legal accountability. For much of its history and certainly in the first two decades of the 21st century, Aurora’s City Council has been all White.174 As a council-manager form of government, the City Council hires the City Manager who oversees day-to-day operations of the city government, including its police department.175 Its police department is nearly 80% White,176 and although past police chiefs have been people of color, it nevertheless has a troubling history of racial disparity in its policing.177 Indeed, in response to a 2016 statewide review of police shootings finding that 54% of officer-involved shootings in Aurora involved Black subjects, Aurora officials argued that the disparity was merely a “statistical coincidence,” despite it reflecting national trends in officer-involved shootings nationwide.178 As Nathan Woodliff-Stanley of the American Civil Liberties Union countered at the time, the only way to deal with the disparity was to first “acknowledge that it’s not just a coincidence, because nothing will be done to actually correct it as long as it’s written off in that
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way. In other words, key decision-makers needed to reject color-blindness, and be acutely aware of the current reality and essential fact that “race [and resulting disparities] unfortunately still matter[1]

180 in Aurora, Colorado, and the larger region as well as the United States.181

IV. TAKING OFF THE BLINDERS

As Oscar Zeta Acosta himself so eloquently stated, “I speak as a historian, a recorder of events with a sour stomach. I have no love for memories of the past.”182 That past and the stories of my family and those of so many others represented in this brief history are by no means monolithic or easy to understand. Yet, they paint a picture and invoke powerful images, like those welcome signs greeting travelers entering Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, Wyoming, and Montana of seemingly insurmountable landscapes. Implicit within those welcome signs and the larger community they represent is the unyielding belief that the harsh, imposing, dangerous conditions—from seemingly un-scalable mountains to dangerous dry deserts—were challenges that nevertheless could and should be overcome.

So too should this brief history and the picture it paints be understood with the same resolve of all those in the Rocky Mountain West who collectively have found no physical encounter too big to address. To be sure, in boring tunnels through mountain peaks, making the desert bloom with irrigated agriculture, or growing vibrant metropolises in places like Denver and Salt Lake, all of us in the Rocky Mountain West have invested in our shared and collective future by understanding the history and reality of the harsh natural landscapes and environments in which we live, work, and play.

The picture this Essay paints poses no less daunting, yet no less surmountable of a challenge. As the historian Gordon Word wrote, “[h]istory imparts powerful restraints on what we can think and do. . . . [A] historical sense makes true freedom and moral choice—and wisdom—possible.”183 Understanding the history of race relations in the American West gives us a powerful tool to confront and address, honestly and forthrightly, enduring patterns of racial inequity and inequality in the

179 Id.
181 Aurora is by no means an outlier in the state. A 2018 ACLU report documented vast racial disparities in Colorado’s criminal justice regime, where Black and Latinx inmates represented 50% of the state’s prison population as well some of the highest incarceration rates in the county. See ACLU, BLUE PRINT FOR SMART JUSTICE: COLO., 9 (2018), https://50stateblueprint.aclu.org/assets/reports/SJ-Blueprint-CO.pdf [https://perma.cc/4W4P-D77G].
region.\textsuperscript{184} It also helps us acknowledge that our “colorful” region is more than just vibrant landscapes and awe-inspiring topography. Rather, it embodies the rich and textured context of the nation’s larger and still ongoing struggle of racial and civic nationalism.\textsuperscript{185}

Nearly twenty years ago, Justice Sandra Day O’Connor declared that “race unfortunately still matters” in the United States.\textsuperscript{186} In an opinion that had a direct connection to my own law school admissions experience, I argued that the statement “represented perhaps the biggest understatement and most obvious part of the decision.”\textsuperscript{187} For us studying and practicing law, the resulting years have given us two irreconcilable choices. We could, as Justice Roberts argued in \textit{Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School District No. 1},\textsuperscript{188} be color-blind in our practice to avoid a “politics of racial hostility.”\textsuperscript{189} Or, as Justice Ruth Bader Ginsberg argued in her dissent in \textit{Shelby County v. Holder}, we can open our eyes to the reality of present-day racial inequity and discrimination.\textsuperscript{190} Indeed, as Justice Ginsberg declared: “what’s past is prologue . . . [t]hose who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it.”\textsuperscript{191} Understanding the long history of the color-line in the Rocky Mountain West helps us to confront the current and future impact of ongoing racial disparities, inequities, and sometimes violence. Our challenge, in this regard, is to become color-conscious in our legal practice.\textsuperscript{192}

\textsuperscript{184} A related tool is the National Equity Atlas that allows its users to deploy actionable data on racial and economic equity by providing a state-by-state breakdown on the net economic benefit of being color-conscious in policy and decision making. \textit{See Racial Equity Index: 150 Largest Metro Areas}, supra note 140. By highlighting how racial equity and justice is in everyone’s self-interest, it highlights key Critical Race Theory tenant of “interest convergence.” \textit{See generally} Derrick Bell, \textit{Brown v. Board of Education and the Interest-Convergence Dilemma}, 134 HARV. L. REV. 518 (1980).


\textsuperscript{187} Romero, ¿\textit{La Raza Latina}?, supra note 7, at 248.


\textsuperscript{189} \textit{Id.} at 746 (quoting \textit{Richmond v. J.A. Croson, Co.}, 488 U.S. 469, 493 (1986)).


\textsuperscript{191} \textit{Id.} at 576 (quoting \textit{W. SHAKESPEARE, THE TEMPEST}, act 2, sc. 1 and \textit{G. SANTAYANA, THE LIFE OF REASON} 284 (1905) (internal references omitted)).

\textsuperscript{192} In building my Color of Water article and project, I am advocating for the use of racial impact statements as water utilities think about the political and legal implications of their work. Tom I. Romero, II, \textit{The Color of Local Government: Observations of a Brown Buffalo on Racial Impact Statements in the Movement for Water Justice}, SUNY L. REV. (forthcoming 2022).
I end this Essay as I started. I ask you, the reader, to close your eyes and travel with me, not in a car, but in an airplane. As our plane arrives at Denver International Airport, we disembark and make our way to the main terminal to pick up our luggage. When we round the corner to the baggage claim, we encounter a brightly colored, massive 10’ high by 55’ long digital mural on aluminum substrate hanging on a wall in the main terminal. Titled “La Memoria de Nuestra Tierra”/ “Our Land Has Memory,” and created by Judy Baca and her team of students, the mural recreates those familiar natural landscapes and topography of the American West.193

Yet, the mural does so much more. It depicts the story of Mexican migration during the 1910–1917 Mexican Revolution that brought the artist’s family, like my own maternal grandparents, to Colorado. Indeed, the artist’s grandfather, Teodora Baca is one of the images on the mural, and her mother’s visit to Teodora’s grave in La Junta, Colorado, inspired Baca “to create artwork that would give dignity to the mestizo’s story and the stories of countless others who toiled in the mines, fields, and railroads of Colorado.”194

Judy Baca’s mother’s efforts to locate her grandfather’s grave speak directly to the deep-rooted color lines referenced in this Essay. The cemetery had been historically segregated between “Whites” and “Mexicans.” While the “White” section of the cemetery was “green and well maintained,” the “Mexican” section was in a state of disrepair. “After much searching among the fallen gravestones,” the artist’s mother found the grave “in a junkyard of old, unmarked stones and loose dirt.”195 According to Baca, “the simple reality that even in death the bodies of racially different people were separated” inspired her to create a counter-narrative of the color lines shaping our “shared human condition as temporary residents” of these beautiful and unforgiving landscapes.196

Also appearing prominently in the mural is Rodolfo “Corky” Gonzales, who organized the Crusade for Justice to challenge discrimination against Chicanx in Denver’s neighborhoods, workplaces, and schools; as well as Reies López Tijerina, who sought to reclaim the rights of Chicanx communities in New Mexico who had been dispossessed from Mexican land grants.197 In different ways, both provided compelling and militant alternatives to more mainstream non-violent activism of the time. There are also those anonymous and faceless others who bravely traversed dangerous borders and nevertheless had the courage to contest racial oppression in railroads, mines, fields, and schools. The mural also depicts those indigenous peoples who have been removed from the landscape, but nevertheless continue to shape its memories. Indeed, in its depiction of those majestic cliff dwellings that

195 Baca, supra note 193.
196 Id.
197 La Memoria de Nuestra Tierra, DENVER INT’L AIRPORT, https://www.flydenver.com/about/art_culture/la_memoria_de_nuestra_tierra [https://perma.cc/A5AV-2E38].
have stood the test of time, the mural recognizes those who first imagined settling and bringing order to the land.

More than any other sign marking my arrival and connection to the physical space, this mural captures for me the most authentic representation of the “colorful” Rocky Mountain West. By candidly detailing a history of both racial oppression as well as justice and liberation, *La Memoria de Nuestra Tierra* compels all of us to know that we travel, live, learn, and work in places with ongoing racial memories. As practitioners of law, we have an obligation to confront the role of our discipline and profession in creating and perpetuating the color lines in which we work. What we do with that “wisdom” is the challenge that we must embrace.